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Abstract
We summarise an evaluation of the usefulness of two types of hyperedge replacement grammar (HRG) for the generation of
abstract meaning representations (AMRs). For both types, polynomial recognition algorithms exist, and the evaluation is made
with respect to a restricted AMR domain. We conclude that hyperedge replacement is not in itself powerful enough to capture
all of the aspects of AMRs in general; however, various polynomial-time recognisable extensions of HRG should be attempted.

1. Introduction
Natural language is often ambiguous and hence not suit-
able for direct algorithmic processing. Therefore, a mean-
ing representation with well-defined semantics is needed.
A formalism that has been proposed for the representa-
tion of the semantics of a natural language sentence is
the abstract meaning representation (AMR) (Langkilde and
Knight, 1998; Banarescu et al., 2013); it has the form of
a directed, rooted, acyclic, node and edge labelled graph
in which the nodes represent concepts and the edges give
the relations between the concepts. The parsing of sen-
tences into AMRs has been extensively studied using var-
ious methods (Flanigan et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015b;
Werling et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015a; Peng et al., 2015;
Pust et al., 2015; Artzi et al., 2015). Since none of the meth-
ods achieves perfect results, it would be useful to combine
them with an algorithm that checks that the resulting AMRs
are at least structurally correct (e.g., that a concept referring
to a person is not used as a verb concept).

Structural properties of a graph can be expressed us-
ing graph generating or recognising devices such as graph
grammars or automata; here, we focus on graph grammars.
If all of the structural properties required of a correct AMR
over a certain domain can be expressed in a single graph
grammar, then the grammar can be used for verifying the
correctness of any input AMR over that domain. The prob-
lem of finding a derivation for an input graph with respect
to a given graph grammar (if such a derivation exists) is
known as the parsing problem for graph grammars. How-
ever, there must exist a polynomial-time parsing algorithm
for the type of graph grammars considered if using it for
describing correct AMRs is to be feasible in practice.

Hyperedge replacement grammar (HRG) (Drewes et al.,
1997) is a graph grammar type that makes use of hyperedge
replacement, i.e., the replacement of a hyperedge (an edge
connecting an arbitrary number of nodes) in a hypergraph
(a graph containing hyperedges) with another hypergraph.
AMRs can easily be represented as hypergraphs since hy-
pergraphs are simply a generalisation of graphs. It has pre-
viously been shown that HRGs can generate NP-complete
graph languages, hence parsing for HRGs seems to require
exponential time in general.

In this short paper, we summarise a study in which two
HRG based formalisms with known polynomial-time pars-
ing algorithms are evaluated with respect to AMR gener-
ation within the restricted domain of the boy-girl example
originating in (Braune et al., 2014). In other words, we
compare the ability of HRGs to generate AMRs over the
concepts boy, girl, want and believe and the rela-
tions arg0 and arg1 that have at most one occurrence
each of boy and girl (here referred to as boy-girl AMRs).
In (Chiang et al., 2013), it is claimed that the above de-
scribed boy-girl AMR language can be generated using hy-
peredge replacement; this has however not been shown.

The first type of HRG evaluated is predictive top-down
(PTD) parsable grammar (Drewes et al., 2015); the second
type is restricted directed acyclic graph (rDAG) grammar
(Björklund et al., 2016). AMR generation has been used to
motivate both types, and they both allow for quadratic pars-
ing; this study investigates their practical feasibility. In this
paper, we argue that rDAG grammar is better suited for boy-
girl AMR generation, but that neither of the formalisms is
well-suited for AMR generation in general because they are
unable to generate AMRs that are minimal with respect to
the number of nodes (i.e., as compact as possible).

This paper is based on the author’s student paper (Jons-
son, 2016a) and master’s thesis (Jonsson, 2016b).

2. Predictive top-down parsable grammar
Predictive top-down (PTD) parsable grammars (Drewes et
al., 2015) are grammars that pass a certain, extensive anal-
ysis. Put simply, the analysis checks that the grammar is
such that one can always know which rule to match next
throughout a top-down parsing procedure. If the analysis
succeeds for a grammar, a parser for that particular gram-
mar that runs in at most quadratic time is created. However,
the analysis itself is not guaranteed to be performed in poly-
nomial time.

For the first part of the evaluation, we use an implemen-
tation that performs both the analysis and the parsing with
a PTD parsable boy-girl AMR generating grammar (both
provided by Drewes et al.) in order to attempt to parse all
of the boy-girl AMRs in the corpus presented in (Braune
et al., 2014) with respect to the aforementioned grammar.
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Figure 1: An AMR representing the meaning “The boy
wants the girl to believe herself and the girl wants to be-
lieve herself” that is minimal with respect to the number of
nodes, but cannot be generated by the PTD parsable boy-
girl grammar.

Out of the 10 000 AMRs in the corpus, only 8 880 turned
out to be generatable by the grammar. All of the AMRs
that could not be generated contain at least one leaf node
labelled want or believe. An attempt to generalise the
grammar in order to enable it to generate the missing AMRs
resulted in a grammar for which the PTD analysis failed
as it was unable to distinguish between the cases where a
want or believe node is a leaf and where it is not. In
order to see why this is the case, we would need a much
more detailed description of the PTD analysis, which is out
of scope of this paper.

As a second and final step, we characterise the language
generated by the PTD parsable boy-girl grammar and and
prove that the characterisation is correct. Although these
parts are left out here, it should be mentioned that the char-
acterisation makes it clear that the grammar only generates
graphs in which only the leaf nodes can have several incom-
ing edges. In particular, this means that the grammar does
not necessarily generate the AMR that is minimal with re-
spect to the number of nodes for a particular meaning, but
might instead generate a larger AMR to represent the mean-
ing; see Figure 1 for a minimal AMR and Figure 2 for the
AMR that is actually generated for the same meaning. In
Figure 2, we see that both believe concepts (which are in
themselves abstract concepts, and therefore indistinguish-
able as opposed to e.g. two boy concepts representing two
different persons) have exactly the same outgoing edges
ending at the same girl concept. In other words, the two
subgraphs rooted at the believe concepts are equal, and
can therefore be merged, as seen in Figure 1. The problem
of not being able to generate minimal AMRs for all possi-
ble meanings over the boy-girl domain seems unavoidable
(rather than being a weakness of this particular grammar).

3. Restricted DAG grammar
Restricted DAG (rDAG) grammars (Björklund et al., 2016)
and their polynomial-time parsing algorithm were devel-
oped with AMRs in mind. An HRG is an rDAG grammar
if its rules satisfy a few easily verifiable structural condi-
tions. Thus, it can easily be seen (or automatically checked
without an expensive analysis) whether a given HRG is in-
deed an rDAG grammar. The rDAG grammar parsing al-
gorithm works bottom-up, and it does not need to know
what rule to match next, but instead exploits that the few

allowed rule formats are all known. The algorithm works
very much like the well-known forward algorithm for regu-
lar languages. An rDAG boy-girl grammar can be found in
(Björklund et al., 2015); it uses the same graph-building
mechanisms and therefore generates the same connected
boy-girl AMRs as the PTD parsable one. Thus, the AMRs
generated in this case are also not necessarily minimal with
respect to the number of nodes. The difference is, however,
that the rDAG boy-girl grammar can in fact be extended
to include the concepts want and believe as leaf nodes
while continuing to be an rDAG grammar.

4. AMR validity and minimality
Although no formal proofs have been attempted so far, we
believe that the observations made above are not just due to
weaknesses of the particular constructions. Neither HRG
formalism seems to be able to generate AMRs that are min-
imal with respect to the number of nodes for every meaning,
i.e., they seemingly cannot handle the generation of mini-
mal AMRs in general. Since the entire idea of AMRs is
based on the desire to have a unique semantic representa-
tion for each possible meaning, all different-sized AMRs
with the same meaning cannot be valid. Thus, one must be
picked, and from a computational point of view, it makes
sense for it to be a minimal one since this is the only choice
for which an AMR can potentially be uniquely determined.
(We do not yet know if there exists a unique minimal AMR
for every meaning.)

Should we want to generate minimal AMRs, each con-
cept generated by any rule application needs to be kept
track of from the point it is generated until the end of the
derivation. This is due to the necessity of leaving open the
possibility of adding edges connecting it to another con-
cept generated at a later stage throughout the derivation. To
achieve this using hyperedge replacement, an infinite num-
ber of rules would probably be needed since an AMR can
be made indefinitely large, and it would take at least one ex-
tra rule for each number of nodes the intermediate graphs
will have during the derivation. Thus, not only may PTD
parsable HRGs and rDAG grammars be unable to gener-
ate minimal AMRs, but this is likely to be a limitation of
hyperedge replacement in general.

5. Conclusion and future work
We have seen that the rDAG boy-girl grammar can generate
boy-girl AMRs with want and believe as leaf node la-
bels, which the PTD parsable one cannot (conjecturing that
this is a general limitation rather than a flaw of the partic-
ular construction used). Moreover, we know that the PTD
parsing algorithm requires an initial analysis which is not
guaranteed to be done in polynomial time. Thus, we con-
clude that rDAG grammar is better suited for boy-girl AMR
generation. However, neither PTD parsable grammar nor
restricted DAG grammar can be used for generating min-
imal AMRs, and we have motivated why it is likely that
this is due to the hyperedge replacement mechanism not
being powerful enough. Therefore, we want to attempt the
usage of extensions of the two HRG formalisms seen here
as well as contextual HRG (Drewes and Hoffmann, 2015)
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Figure 2: An AMR representing the meaning “The boy wants the girl to believe herself and the girl wants to believe herself”
that is not minimal with respect to the number of nodes, but can be generated by the PTD parsable boy-girl grammar.

for AMR generation. Furthermore, the difficulties emerg-
ing when removing the limitation of this study posed by the
small AMR domain should be investigated.

As one of the reviewers pointed out, the construction of
a kind of pumping lemma would also be of interest; the
lemma would ensure that if a grammar can generate a min-
imal AMR for a certain meaning, it can generate all larger
AMRs that represent the same meaning.

An important question regarding the PTD parsable gram-
mar that should also be answered is how to construct a
grammar that we know will pass the PTD analysis. Hav-
ing such knowledge would substantially facilitate the usage
of PTD parsable grammar (and its possible extensions).
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